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in.-lbs. = Af6. The flexure moment is a maximum at this point. and decreases uniformly toward both ends. The moment diagram is therefore as shown. The maximum fiber stress due to this flexure moment =/ = M^c + 1. Selecting two light 1 2-inch channels,
_        ,         , .   ,        „    "540000X6 7 = 176; £ = 6 inches; / = - — — — j- -=9200 Ibs.
2X1 7^
The tension in the mast equals the vertical component of the force acting in the line ae,* = 5ooo Ibs. (Actually reduced to 455° by the effect of the weight of the jib.) The compression in the mast due to the tension in the chain = 5000 Ibs. between A and the point of support of the winding drum, B. The tension and compression therefore neutralize each other, except below B, where the flexure moment is small. Hence the maximum unit stress in the mast is 9200 Ibs. The factor of safety =60000 -1-9200 = 6.5, which is safe as before. This also may be checked for shear.
258. Brace. — The compression stress in the brace is 19,000 lbs.,t and the length, 19 feet, is such that is needs to be treated as a "long column." Because of the yielding of joints and of the other stress members, the brace is intermediate between a member with "hinged ends" and "flat ends"; therefore for safety it should be considered as hinged. In the treatment of long columns, the "straight-line formula" will be used.t This formula is of the form
P is the total force that will cause incipient buckling, and hence the force that will destroy the column; A is the cross-sectional area of the column; p is the unit stress that will cause buckling;
* The force AE in Fig. 266.
t See force diagram, Fig. 266.	•!"< ,'
J For discussion of long-column formulae see "Theory and Practice of Mod-	j|i [
ern Framed Structures," by Johnson, Bryan, and Turneaure, page 143. Published	|i
by John Wiley & Sons.	j, ',

